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Introduction
There is a general opinion that the molecular descriptors (topological indices) must be graph invariants. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, on inclusion of vertex-degree vertex-distance weighted indices, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] especially with variation of value of exponents on vertex degrees and vertex distances, [11] [12] [13] [14] there appear situations, where some combinations of exponents give rise to invariance to molecular labeling, whereas other combinations do not. Some of the latter ones give rise to better correlations with physicochemical properties of alkanes in general or of octanes in particular. [12] [13] [14] There arises the question, whether the use of topological indices of the latter type is legitimate, as well as in which cases they appear.
The question of legitimacy may be answered simply. One may correlate whatever one wish. The question is, however, whether it is done consistently and by exact une- quivocal rules allowing the others to repeat it, and whether one arrives to better and reliable correlations.
Here are illustrated few cases where, on variation of exponent values on vertex degrees and vertex distances in the vertex-degree vertex-distance weighted indices, the results are invariant to molecular labeling and when not.
The approach described first in part by Ivanciuc 9, 10 and generalized later by Perdih and Perdih 13, 14 is notated here in the way used in ref. 14 Let us have a Universal matrix 14 U(a,b,c) (first described by Ivanciuc 9, 10 as the Dval matrix), where its elements are defined as follows:
, where v i and v j are the vertex degrees of vertices i and j, d ij is the distance between them, and the topological indices are derived from the matrix by summation of its elements. In such a case, a topological index TI is the function of exponents on vertex degrees and vertex distances, TI(a,b,c) = f(a,b,c). For the case of 2,3-dimethylhexane the Universal matrix U(a,b,c) is presented in Figure 1 .
Having presented the Universal matrix and its elements, let us see what is the situation with the demand of derived topological indices to be invariant to molecular labeling.
Results and Discussion
To check whether the topological indices derived in the vertex-degree vertex-distance weighted way are invariants or not, they were compared first for the case of one of the octanes with the quite nonsymmetric structure, the 2,3-dimethylhexane (23M6) -Structures (I), (II), and (III). Three possibilities of counting its graph elements are presented here -the usual one for 2,3-dimethylhexane (23M6), the reverse one, i.e. as if this compound were 4,5-dimethylhexane (45M6), as well as if it were 2-isopropylpentane (2iPr5). Other tested cases were 3E2M5 (notation variants 3E4M5, 3iPr5), 33M6 (44M6, 2E2M5), 223M5 (344M5, 2tBu4), and 233M5 (334M5, 2iPr2M4).
The indices chosen for illustration were taken from ref.
14 as they were defined there; only a change in their notation is introduced here to distinguish more easily whether they are derived from the whole matrix (notation wm ) or from its left half (notation L ) or from its right half (notation D ):
• The whole-matrix ( wm ) index 13 V wm (a,b,c) being the sum of all non-diagonal elements in the Universal matrix U(a,b,c).
• The V L (a,b,c) index 13 being the sum of all non-diagonal elements in the left half of the Universal matrix.
• The AB wm (a,b,c) and AB L (a,b,c) index 14 using non-diagonal elements of the Universal matrix, which contain the mutual contributions of interior vertices only. b,a,c) . The best results obtained using two-digit values of exponents a, b, and c and expressed as the correlation coefficient R and standard error S.E. are presented in Table 1 for the case of BP (boiling point) of octanes. The boiling point data were taken from Ren. 16 lar matrix elements as topological indices. A matrix element of the Universal matrix, which represents the mutual contribution of two vertices to the value of it, 17 may obtain different notation using different ways of labeling of vertices. However, in any of these cases, there are always the same two vertices that give rise to the same correlation, etc, to a physicochemical property of the compound in question. Let's see it in the case of 2,3-dimethylhexane.
The matrix element u 72 (or, u 27 ) in the case of labeling of atoms in 2,3-dimethylhexane (Structure (I)) is the same as u 85 (or, u 58 ) in the case of labeling as if it were 7,8-dimethylhexane (Structure (II)) and also the same as u 68 (or, u 86 ) in the case of labeling as if it were 2-isopropylpentane (Structure (III)).
Although these matrix elements are seen formally as not being invariant to molecular labeling, they in fact are invariants since it is not the formal labeling of them that defines their relation towards the physicochemical property in question but the characteristics of the structural features, part of which are the vertices involved in mutual contribution to the value of the matrix element. In fact, the physicochemical properties of octanes (and any other compounds) do not depend on formal labeling of vertices in the graphs representing them but on structural features of their molecules, which are represented by elements of the Universal matrix representing their structure. For example, all of these differently enumerated matrix elements representing the same structural feature as the matrix element u 72 (-0.170, 0.30, -0.104), give rise to R = -0.872, S.E. = 3.09 to the boiling point of octanes, which is the best value among particular elements of the Universal matrix. These values are worse than in the case of the whole-matrix index V wm (a,b,c) presented in Table 1 .
However, already the best combination of two matrix elements being -0.9979 × u 63 (-3.1, -3.6, -2.0) + 0.0021 × u 74 (0.91, 0.74, 0.85) giving rise to R = 0.950, S.E. = 1.97, is better than the whole-matrix index V wm (a,b,c) presented in Table 1 .
R and S.E. to the boiling point of octanes of additional best combinations of more elements of the Universal matrix are presented in Table 2 .
These combinations of matrix elements are each additionally better and in the last three cases R ≥ 0.99 and Evidently, the indices derived from one of the halves of the matrix are better indices of a physicochemical property than those derived from the whole matrix. In other words, the indices, which are not invariant to molecular labeling, give rise to better results than those, which are invariant to molecular labeling. The indices, which are not invariant to molecular labeling, obviously contain a higher proportion of relevant information about the molecule in question than the indices, which are invariant. Among them, some indices derived from part of a half of the matrix are better indices than those derived from the entire half of the matrix.
The reason for this can be explained simply. Molecules of octanes are in general non-symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices describe their structures. Symmetric molecules are special cases. The same seems to be valid for indices derived from their molecular structures. Indices, which are invariants to molecular labeling, are special cases, whereas indices, which are not invariant to molecular labeling, are general.
For practical purposes, it is thus advisable to use also indices, which are not invariant to molecular labeling. One has only to be careful to use for all compounds in question the same system of labeling of vertices as for the derivation of invariant indices.
That the topological indices do not need to be formal invariants, it is possible to demonstrate using particu- S.E. < 1 °C, much better than in the other QSPR models for alkanes. 18 Therefore, using in the case of BP of octanes the information contained in only six (6) out of fiftysix (56) non-diagonal elements of the Universal matrix gives rise to R > 0.99.
Similarly to particular matrix elements, the indices 14 A(a,b,c), B(a,b,c), AB(a,b,c), and C(a,b,c) are not invariant regarding different ways of labeling of vertices. They are, however, invariant regarding the structural features, which they reflect. Due to this and in order to avoid confusions in marking of indices, it is advisable to use only one and the same system of their labeling, for example the system of IUPAC Nomenclature.
Conclusion
Particular elements of the Universal (vertex-degree vertex-distance weighted) matrix can be used as topological indices. Regarding different ways of labeling of vertices presented above, particular matrix elements are not invariant to molecular labeling. Regarding the structural features, which they represent, they are invariants since regardless how we enumerate them, there are only particular combinations of vertices representing particular structural features.
Some combinations of matrix elements, weighted for the vertex degrees, the distance between them, and their relative contribution are very good descriptors of physicochemical properties of octanes regardless how we enumerate them.
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